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Abstract: Intelligent data analytics-based cloud computing is a leading trend for managing a large-scale
network in contemporary manufacturing environments. The data and information are shared using
the cloud environments and valuable knowledge is driven using the embedded intelligence analytics.
This research applied this trend to the control of a key supplier’s real-time production planning for
solving joint production goals with downstream producers. As a key supplier has several downstream
producers in general, several uncertainties are embedded on the supply chain network such as the
quality issue in the supplier and the occurrence of unexpected orders from the downstream industries.
While the control of a supply plan is difficult considering these dynamics in traditional frameworks,
the proposed framework detects the dynamic changes accurately using the constructed cloud system.
Moreover, the real-time control considering uncertain scenarios as well as the extracted knowledge is
achieved using the provided Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and simulation-based control model
using stochastic network. To show the effective of the suggested framework, real manufacturing cases
and their numerical analyses are provided.

Keywords: joint cooperation in upstream/downstream manufacturing; Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT); cloud environment; stochastic control; simulation-based optimization

1. Introduction

The development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) has changed many
aspects of production and supply chain environments. Cloud system and intelligent data analytics are
the leading technologies among them [1]. Many globalized companies and organizations equip these
technologies and the relevant systems to maximize the advantages of the environments. This tendency
is resulted from the fact that more valuable knowledge can be extracted from the collected data in
a cloud sever. Many researchers, e.g. Chen et al. [2], Hu et al. [3] and Abdollahi et al. [4], provided
in-depth reviews of the cloud environment and the relevant big data analytics.

This research focused on the dynamic control of a key supplier in a large-scale supply chain network.
While a key supplier has the following downstream producers in general, the module manufacturer has
a responsibility of satisfying the requirements of the following producers. However, the real-time quality
issues from the supplier and the occurrences of unexpected orders from the downstream producers might
cause the failures of manufacturing objectives. To manage several dynamic situations effectively, reliable
business and manufacturing partners have introduced cloud systems where predefined processing
information and data are collected and shared using the relevant Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).
This paper suggests a new and effective dynamic control strategy of a key supplier using IIoT and the
constructed cloud system. To connect to the cloud system, an Industrial Internet of Things device is
developed. While the processing and quality data are collected using the IIoT device and the cloud
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environment, the relationship between the processing data as input data and the quality index as
output data is reasoned using the embedded data analytics. Moreover, the reasoned rule and several
manufacturing scenarios are incorporated into a stochastic network-based control model.

This research provides an effective dynamic control strategy of the key supplier using the proposed
stochastic control model and intelligent data analytics-based cloud environment. While other research
studies focus on the importance between supplier and producers with conceptual or theoretical
frameworks, this research focused on a role of a key supplier with the advancements of information
technologies for solving overall production issues jointly.

Section 2 reviews the relevant background and literature. Section 3 provides a cloud computing
network architecture with a key supplier and several downstream manufacturers using a real
manufacturing example. Section 4 explains the development of the cloud systems and intelligent data
analytics for the provided applications. Section 5 elaborates the dynamic process control using the
developed cloud system and the simulation-based control model.

2. Background and Literature Reviews

This section elaborates the importance of a key supplier in various manufacturing areas and
reviews the relevant extant research studies. Then, to enhance the relationship between a key supplier
and manufacturers in downstream, a strategic alliance using cloud environments is introduced.

Several extant researchers including Teller et al. [5] investigated the importance of key supplier
relationship for successful supply chain managements. Most including Nair et al. [6] conducted
surveys in terms of producers in downstream industries. These trends indicate that the viewpoints
and strategies of a key supplier are investigated comparatively less. While joint problem solving and
joint planning are some of the effective strategies for enhancing the supplying relationships [7], most
executing subjects are not suppliers, but downstream producers. In addition, extant studies investigate
the relationship or joint efforts with conceptual scenarios. This research focused on the role of a key
supplier for solving joint production issues with real production planning and execution cases.

The extended capabilities and cooperation of a key supplier for joint problem solving result
from the developments of the cloud environment and the relevant big data analytics with respect to
a supply chain and globalized manufacturing network. The advancements of disruptive technologies
leading to the fourth industrial revolution have accelerated innovations in supply chain management
(SCM) fields. Aryal et al. [8] showed how IIoT and the relevant big data analytics have contributed
to SCM innovations systematically. Muller et al. [9] provided requirements and strategies in
supplier integration fields using these technologies. Hofmann and Rusch [10] analyzed the impacts
of Industry 4.0 technologies for SCM sequences such as production planning, production order,
disposition/production and delivery. In particular, they showed that using cloud computing makes it
possible to integrate the relevant data and system.

Figure 1 shows contemporary research trends in cloud computing and systems. While the existing
cloud systems have been used for sharing data among the associated organizations, their main issues
are in how the sharing data can be used for achieving several objectives. The initial relevant research
studies examine the issues with the detailed architectures and their implementations. Then, cloud
environments combine several analytics tools and intelligent methods. These tendencies indicate
that the reasoning process and knowledge extraction are important prerequisite tasks for successful
utilization of the constructed cloud system. Ikram et al. [11] used a neural network for analyzing big
data on a cloud platform. Many machine learning-based analytical methods including Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [12] and several heuristic algorithms [13–15] are applied for reasoning knowledge
as well as for managing domain-specific tasks for cloud systems. Then, the contemporary cloud system
has been evolved with the integration with deep learning methods. Zhang et al. [16] used a Canonical
Polyadic Decomposition (CPD)-based deep learning model for predicting workloads in a cloud system.
Roopaei et al. [17] applied deep learning methods for managing large-scale cloud systems. These
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analytics are considered as big data analytics, as the data size in the cloud system is huge and its
operational time is endless.
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The extracted knowledge from the cloud system are used for various applications. One of the
popular applications is the fault detection in a large-scale manufacturing environments. Gao and
Zhu [18] applied cloud computing to detect faults in data transmissions and Lee [1] used a cloud
system for clarifying manufacturing faults in multi-sites production environments. They considered
a large-scale manufacturing network with several dynamic changes. For instance, the functional
breakdown of a node or the changes of linking information among nodes belong to the dynamic
changes. The cloud system makes it possible to gather data from the network components and the
accurate and fast detections are achieved using several big data analytics. Many researchers including
Kasemsap and Sunandha [19] provided similar works where cloud system and analytics are applied
to the management of global supply chains. However, these research studies are limited in the fact
that the controls, considering various uncertainties embedding in a large-scale supply chain network,
are examined comparatively less. To overcome this issue, this paper proposes the cloud system with
big data analytics and simulation-based control strategies. While the adopted big data analytics have
roles of analyzing hidden knowledge and enhancing its functionalities, the simulation-based control
makes it possible to check various possible production scenarios. These checks contribute to the more
reasonable decision making with the consideration of the big data in the cloud system.

This study belongs to the Control Stage II shown in Figure 1. To manage and control a large-scale
supply chain network, this paper uses a stochastic network-based analysis approach. As shown in
Figure 2, a large-scaled network is classified into several parts with respect to the connection type:
serial linking, split linking and merging linking.

Each node in a large-scaled network is considered as a supplier, a manufacturer or a logistics with
supply chain/manufacturing/procurement concepts. The data transmission and information sharing
are achieved using a cloud system. Then, domain-specific knowledge is extracted using the installed
big data analyzers. Finally, an efficient network control is achieved using the reasoned knowledge
considering uncertainties with a simulation-based optimization methods. The detailed frameworks
and applications are provided in the following sections.

To show the effectiveness of the proposed framework, several process Key Performance Indices
(KPIs) such as cycle time (CT), Work-in Process (WIP), and throughput (TH) are introduced and measured.
Curry and Feldman [20] analyzed several key performance indices (e.g., cycle time, throughput and
work-in-progress) using stochastic network approaches. Lee [1] applied this analytical method to the
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analyses of manufacturing processes that are connected to cloud environments. This research used these
KPIs for measuring the performances of the proposed framework.
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3. Cloud Network with a Key Supplier in Automotive Industry

This section elaborates on a new and efficient framework covering overall supply chains. According to
Zhou, Li and Weijnen [21], contemporary manufacturing environments and their processes can be
represented as a large-scale network with various type of uncertainties. For this reason, their real-time
monitoring and the relevant analyses have received considerable emphases. These trends are reflected on
an inevitable usages of cloud systems. Many research studies [2–6,22] have collected manufacturing data in
real time using a cloud system and several related supporting frameworks (e.g., IoT device, communication
protocols and other embedded system framework). The gathered production data are analyzed for the
better production controls. However, their analyses and controls are executed under the assumption that
the nodes in the large-scale network belong to a single global/multinational company or can be guided
comparatively easily with unified objectives. Researchers including Lee [1] assumed similar situations.
While using cloud environments helps the efficient control of overall network, they are difficult to use
in a network consisting of nodes under different ownerships and authentications. This paper provides
a new and efficient control strategy of a cloud computing environment which consists of different users,
ownerships and authentications. Figure 3a shows a part of a network topology connection using of
a cloud environment. As shown in Figure 3a, the first node can be interpreted as an upstream industry
(a key supplier) in terms of globalized supply chains. Then, the other nodes indicate several downstream
industries. When the efficienct control of this network is attempted, traditional control approaches focus
on the latter nodes. This results mainly because a general supply chain is operated for customers who are
close to the downstream industries. In addition, it is assumed that the upstream industry can be guided
comparatively easily.

However, this research aimed at the control of a large-scale network where each node has
different ownership and authentications. Several researchers including Chunha et al. [23] stated that
cloud computing and its environments enhance the independence of network elements due to the
transparency of the information and relevant data. This paper focuses on the control of an independent
node (a key supplier) using cloud computing. As shown in Figure 3a, each node has an objective and
the relevant strategies. Thus, it is difficult to control all nodes with a unified objective. This issue
occurs more frequently in a cloud environment connecting multiple sites and different companies.
To overcome this issue, this paper proposes a new and effective control strategy of a node. The node
attempts to achieve its objectives as well as to consider the requirements of the following downstream
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industries. As shown in Figure 3b, node N is considered a key supplier with its strategy. It is connected
to a cloud environment where a predefined type of information and data are shared among the
network elements. Then, its desirable strategy is proposed considering the dynamic requirements of
the other nodes.
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While this pattern might appear in many applications, this research considers a manufacturer
(Node N in Figure 3b) which produces a key component and supplies it to the following accounts
(e.g., Node N+1, N+2, . . . , N+M). Each producer is considered a competitor with each other producer.
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It implies that each producer is only connected with node N using the cloud environment. Figure 4
shows the connection relations among these nodes.
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The supplier/manufacturer’s (Node N in Figure 4) responsibility is to produce the core components
and to supply it to the following producers. Table 1 provides the sharing information using the
constructed cloud sever between a core supplier and each account. In general, a downstream producer
knows the detailed processes and capabilities of a key supplier. As a seamless and stable supply is
required for the successful production in the following account, the producer investigates candidate
suppliers for selecting a best partner. The information provided in Table 1 can be shared with
this relationship.

Table 1. Connection information in a cloud computing environment.

Shared Information Detailed Information

Process information
(1) Number of processes
(2) Number of severs
(3) Other logistics situations

Signals from IoT sensors (1) current process
(2) and quality-based signals

Process KPI e.g., Cycle time, WIP and TH

Other shared data -

Data sharing is achieved only with a mutual contract between a core supplier and each
downstream producer. The range and the items of sharing data might be different with the cooperation
level and supply priorities between both the supplier and manufacturers.

To provide an explicit example with the mentioned architecture, a part of supply chain network
producing a key component in automotive manufacturing industries is supposed. A general vehicle is
manufactured using several key components. A torque converter [13] is one of main components in
a car. A torque converter is a key module of a powertrain system in a car. While a powertrain has roles
of delivering torque of engine to the four driving wheels, a torque converter controls torque power
precisely using fluid coupling mechanisms. The manufacturing of high-quality torque converter and
its supplies influence heavily on the accurate car control. While most car makers produce several
powertrain modules and their vehicles in their own manufacturing facilities, the torque converter
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modules are supplied in general. The mold-based processes and irregular specifications result in the
supply of the torque converter modules. As the qualities of the module is important for accurate
vehicle controls, the fine torque converter manufacturer is considered as an important manufacturing
partner for a successful vehicle industry. For this reason, several car producers have contracted with
the best torque converter manufacturer. Then, the cloud computing and its environment is constructed
for managing a real-time processes and qualities.

Figure 5a shows a cloud computing environment among a torque converter manufacturer and
vehicle producers.
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manufacturing machine.

In general, the producer (downstream manufacturer) takes charge in the overall quality of the
final product. However, the quality related analysis data for supplied parts are scarce from the remoted
site information. Thus, a producer has a key alliance and partnership with a key supplier for sharing
quality-based data and processing data in a predefined specific workstation. To share processes and
quality data under a certain cooperative contract, several IoT devices are developed and installed on
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several manufacturing machines. Figure 5b shows a machine for producing a pump impeller which
is a part of a torque converter. As several torque converter modules have different specifications
for different vehicles and these have irregular patterns from the characteristics of fluid mechanism,
the manufacturing processes might cause several quality issues, such as dimensional tolerance errors,
outside/inside cracks or the module breakages. Even though a torque converter manufacturer checks
these issues carefully, several defects are transferred to the following car manufacturers. As the vehicle
assembler checks the quality of module comparatively less, the detection of defects might be ignored,
thus this issue leads to the production of a vehicle with bad quality. The supplier analyzed those
quality issues and found that most of the issues are resulted from the inappropriate posture of the
mold and the wear of the machine parts.

To detect those issues and prevent this situation, an IoT device was developed. In addition,
the process monitoring and the relevant information sharing were achieved using the developed IoT
device and the cloud environment. Figure 6 shows a developed IoT device.
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Table 2 provides the detailed specifications of the developed IoT device. The dimensional tolerances
are detected using the embedded proximity sensors and it is attached on the processing machine shown
in Figure 5b.

Table 2. Embedded system architecture of the developed IoT device.

Architecture of IoT Device Specification

Communication Protocol MQTT protocol

Kernel/Manager Layer Intel MRAA library

OS layer Yocto Linux Ver. 2.6

H/W layer Intel Edison/Atom processor
Dual core 500 MHz

Sensor layer

Proximity sensor
Distance sensor

Temperature sensor
Gyro sensor

Rotation sensor

The IoT device detects the manufacturing status and sends it to the cloud environment. In addition,
the synchronized process data are extracted from the manufacturing execution system (MES) in the
factory and transmitted to the server. The following producer, a car assembler, shares these data and
uses them to establish the process plan in real-time. Moreover, the constructed cloud system makes it
possible not only to communicate from the supplier to a car maker, but also to communicate from the
following car manufacturer to the module producer. For instance, it is difficult to catch unexpected
orders in the module manufacturer using traditional systems. The delayed dissemination may disturb
operating the production more quickly and result in the ineffective performance in terms of overall
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supply chain network. The cloud environment and its computing prevent these issues and contribute
to effective and predictive control of the overall supply chain network. The following section elaborates
on the cloud computing and its big data analytics.

4. Development of Intelligent Data Analytics-Based Cloud Computing System

As provided in the previous section, the main quality issues result from the problems in the
press injection machine. Figure 7 shows an upper part and a lower part of the press injection mold
module in the machine. Its wear, wrong setup and oscillations cause the main defects of the torque
converter module.
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To check its processing status in real-time, the IoT device shown in Figure 6 is embedded on the
machine. As provided in Table 2, it has a Wi-Fi chip supporting IEEE 802.11n-based MQTT protocol [24].
The real-time sensor signals are transmitted to the constructed cloud sever. This research used Ubidots ©
platform [25] as a cloud sever. Several research studies [26,27] use the platform for sharing data using
a cloud environment. Table 3 shows the collected and shared data using the cloud system.

Table 3. Shared data specification in a cloud server.

Data Source and Specification Data from a Module Supplier Data from a Car Manufacturer

Data types and specification

Lot Number(No.) -

Process speed and Due time Quality issues of the supplied
Module

Current process KPI (CT, WIP and TH) Lot No.

Sensor data:
Detecting time;

Accumulated processing time;
Alignment gaps;

Mold temperature;
Mold setup orientations

Purchasing order (P.O.)
Due date/Delivery time

Emergency orders information

Figure 8 shows the collected data in the customized Ubidots© severs.
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Figure 8. The collected and shared data using the cloud sever.

Then, the data are analyzed using ECMiner © [28]—a commercial big data analytics engine.
The data in the cloud server are transmitted to an analytical sever with a fixed planning time horizon.
Then, the data are analyzed using various embedded statistical inference and intelligence engines.

Figure 9a shows a generated control chart (X-R control chart) of mold temperature data obtained
using the installed temperature sensor. Figure 9b shows a matrix chart for depicting three mold setup
orientations and the quality index where “1” indicates the product with accepted quality and “0” the
module below the controlled quality. These data analyses are used for clarifying the correlations and
dependencies among each signal type.
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After reasoning the relationships among each input data, the mapping between gathered processes
data and quality indices is analyzed. Figure 10 shows an ECMiner© model accomplishing the reasoning
process between the input variables (ten types of data) and the output data (the quality index).
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Figure 10. Reasoning model between process data and quality indices using big data analytics.

This research applied three methods for analyzing the reasoning and for comparing those results:
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)-based Deep learning model (MLP-DL), Support Vector Regression
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model (SVR) and Partial Least Square method (PLS). PLM method projects the input and output data
into the less dimensional space using Equation (1)

f (X, Y) = g(T, U) (1)

where T = X·P and U = Y·Q
As provided in Equation (1), X is the input data matrix and Y indicates the quality index data where

the data sizes were “11 × the number of analyzing dataset (= N)” and “1 × N” in this research. Then,
the data dimension is reduced to the latent variable space using P and Q. The detailed parameters
are provided in Table 4. SVR combines Support Vector Machine (SVM) and regression analyses.
This research used ε-SVR model [29] among various SVR models. The detailed parameters in this
research are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameters of three data analytics.

Analytics Method MLP-DL Model SVR Model PLS Model

Parameters * and
architecture

The number of the output node: 1
The number of input nodes: 10
The number of hidden layers: 4

The numbers in each hidden node:
(8/6/4/4)

Optimization method:
Levenberg–Marquardt method [30]

Applied methods:
Batch normalization;

Dropout
Activation functions:

ReLu/Tanh func.

SVR model: ε-SVR
Kernel type:

Radial Basis Function
(RBS)

Degree: 3
γ: 0
ν: 0.5
c: 1
ε: 0.1

Dimensions of the
latent variable space:

3/2/1

* The parameters were extracted from the best performances in the simulations.

Then, these two methods (SOM and PLS) were compared with a deep learning model: MLP-DL
model. The detailed architecture and parameters are given in Table 4. To compare these methods,
70% of data were extracted and used as a training dataset and the remaining data were used for the
test dataset. Table 5 shows the prediction accuracy of each model. As shown in Table 5, the MLP-DL
model showed the best prediction performance among three predictive models. This result indicates
that the trained mechanism using the cloud sever and big data analytics contributes to predict the
quality of the key module in real-time. This real-time prediction helped control the current process
plan. The following section shows how the process was controlled effectively using the proposed
simulation-based control model.

Table 5. Prediction accuracy using the test data.

Analytics Model MLP-DL SVR PLS

Accuracy (%) 96.45 92.42 78.56

5. Dynamic Process Control Using Cloud Computing and Simulation-Based Analytics

The data in the constructed cloud server were shared and analyzed using the previous analytics
methods. In particular, the usage of MLP-DL method helped the reasoning between the process data
and the quality data. It indicates that it is possible to predict current quality level with the real-time
processing data in a supplier. As the supplier is in charge of the production of the key module for
the following producers, the information is critical for achieving the manufacturing objectives in the
downstream industries. This section elaborates on how the shared data and reasoned knowledge can
be utilized for executing overall process plans dynamically. As shown in Figure 3b, the supplier and
each downstream industry are represented with the Node N and the Node N+i (i ∈ [1, m]), respectively.
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Then, each node’s (e.g., Node N) input rate (λn) and service rate (µn) are shared using the cloud server
under the mutual contract. µn is estimated with the consideration of the number (cn) of servers in the
node. The manufacturing utilization in Node N is calculated using Equation (2).

Un =
λn

µn
(2)

Then, the overall cycle time of Node N is estimated using G/G/C-based [13] stochastic queue analysis.
Equation (3) shows the estimated cycle time (CTn) of the supplier in normal conditions.

CTn =

(
Un

1−Un

)
· 1
µn
·
(

C2
a(n) + C2

s (n)
2

)
·
(

U
√

2cn+2−2
n

cn

)
+

1
µn

(3)

where C2
a(n) is the coefficient of variable of arrival process in Node N and C2

s (n) is the coefficient of
variable of service process in Node N.

Then, the relationship between λn and λn+i (the input flow of each car manufacture (Node N+i))
is driven with Equation (4).

λn =
m

∑
i=1

λn+i (4)

The arrival coefficient of variance (C2
a(n + i)) in Node N+i is calculated using Equation (5) and

cycle time (CTn+i) in Node n+i is driven with Equations (3) and (5).

C2
a(n + i) =

λn+i
λn
·
[(

1−U2
n

)
·C2

a(n) + U2
n·

C2
s (n) +

√
cn − 1√

cn

]
+ 1− λn+i

λn
(5)

When the overall manufacturing processes are working in a normal condition, it indicates that
each λn+i

λn
is fixed under the predefined orders and the relevant contracts from each car maker. In this

condition, overall cycle time (CT) from the supplier to the ith account is calculated with Equation (6).

CT = CTn + CTn+i (6)

However, the emergence of quality issues or an occurrence of emergency orders might influence
the changes of the parameters in Equations (2), (3) and (5). Then, the changes may result in unexpected
bottlenecks and prolonged cycle time. While it is difficult to detect the quality issues or other dynamic
situations in traditional systems, the cloud system and its analytical methods overcome the issue,
as provided in the previous sections.

When the dynamic changes are detected using the cloud computing analytics, the parameters
are estimated using the simulation methods. For instance, the detection of quality issues using the
proposed MLP-DL model leads to changes of service and inflow rates with Equations (7) and (8).

µ′n = µn −
1

E[MTTR]
(7)

where E[MTTR] is the estimated mean time to repair
The newly changed service rate (µ′n) influences the drop of throughput (THn), as represented in

Equation (8).
THn = λn − ∆λn (8)

These changes generate the delay of the original cycle time (CT). To preserve the overall cycle
time in an allowable range, a new strategy controlling new λn, µn and cn is applied using the
simulation-based optimization. Similarly, occurrences of emergency in a downstream industry
manufacturer are notified to the supplier using the cloud system. To meet the unexpected orders,
Equation (9) is required and it increases the level of λn+i to TH′n+i.
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TH′n+i = λn+i + ∆λn+i (9)

In terms of Node i, a new strategy considering the dynamic environments is driven using the proposed
algorithm (Figure 11) where LB(·) and UB(·) are the lower bound and the upper bound of ·, respectively.
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As each LB(·) and UB(·) are formulated with the probabilities driven from the consideration of
current status and historical data, the mathematical model belongs to stochastic programming model.
To solve the model, L-shaped-based Monte Carlo method [31] is applied and the better control strategy
is generated.

To prove the effectiveness of the provided framework, numerical studies were analyzed with
various scenarios. Table 6 shows the assumed conditions and scenarios. Scenario 1 is the normally
working case and Scenario 2 indicates that MLP-DL machine detects the abnormal status of the injection
molding machine. Then, the cloud service gives the warning to the supplier and the subcontractor
overhauls the machine with estimated E[MTTF].

Table 6. Control scenarios and the relevant parameters.

Scenario No. Situation Detailed Parameters

1 Normal condition

The number of downstream manufacturers: 3
λ1 = 7, µ1 = 10 and c1 = 1

C2
a (1) = 2.7 and C2

s (1) = 3.4
(λ2, λ3, λ4) = (3, 2, 2)
(µ2, µ3, µ4) = (4, 5, 3)(

C2
s (2), C2

s (3), C2
s (4)

)
= (3.9, 2.5, 1.6)

2 Detection of quality issues using
Cloud analytics (MLP-DL)

E[MTTR] = 0.83
(LB(λ1), UB(λ1) =

(
0, N

(
9, 1.42))

(LB(µ1), UB(µ1)) =
(
0, N

(
13, 2.32))

3 Occurrence from unexpected orders

(
λ′2, λ′3, λ′4

)
= (3.5, 4.5, 2.5)

(LB(λ1), UB(λ1)) =
(
0, N

(
9, 1.42))

(LB(µ1), UB(µ1)) =
(
0, N

(
13, 2.32))

Scenario 3 is the case with unexpected orders from the downstream manufacturers. These emergency
orders are caught using the constructed cloud system. In each scenario, it was assumed that the service
rates of the downstream manufacturers can be extended with the changes of the production environments.
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Table 7 shows the results, the comparison with Scenario 2 (the case without the cloud environment), and
the comparison with Scenario 3 (the case with the cloud server and the proposed framework).

Table 7. Comparisons between the cases with/without the cloud environment and the simulation-based
optimization framework.

Scenario
The Cloud Environment/Data Analytics and Simulation Based

Optimization Framework

Case without the Framework Case with the Framework

2
U′1 = 0.7955

Increasing rate of CT1 = 78.88%
(0.817→1.462)

control of c′2 = 2
Increasing rate of CT1 = 1.59%

(0.817→0.830)

3 (TH2, TH3, TH4) = (3,2,2)

(
TH′2, TH′3, TH′4

)
= (3.53, 4.45, 2.52)

λ′1 = 10.45
µ′1 = 12.6

As shown in Table 7, the framework, consisting of the cloud environment, data analytics and
the simulation-based control, had the better performance. Scenario 2 supposed that a quality issue
occurred in the upstream supplier. However, it was difficult to detect the issue in real-time without the
proposed framework. Thus, the machine broke down, resulting in the rise of the cycle time. However,
the framework attempted to increase the number of resources (c1) with the detection of the issue in
real-time. Then, the cycle time was sustained with a controllable level (Figure 12a).
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of throughput.
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Scenario 3 supposed that the emergent orders are added from the customers. Then, these situations
gave rise to the changes of (λ2, λ3, λ4). The absence of the cloud system might cause difficulties with
the information and the supplier tended to execute the existing process plan. As a result, it was difficult
to meet the unexpected orders. However, the framework detected the changes and changed λ′1 and
µ′1 to 10.45 and 12.6, respectively. Then, as shown in Figure 12b, the throughputs in the following
downstream producers satisfied the emergent orders.

These numerical studies showed the effectiveness of the cloud systems and the embedded
intelligent data analytics. In particular, the framework contributed to the effective dynamic control of
a network consisting of a core supplier and several downstream producers.

6. Conclusions and Further Studies

Contemporary manufacturing and production environments have changed with the development
of the ICT technologies. In particular, it is possible to control overall large-scale supply chains. Even
though there are efficient control strategies for these large-scale supply chains, they are limited as most
methods fail to integrate advanced ICT-based technologies and systems. Cloud systems and intelligent
data analytics are considered main components among contemporary ICT-based methodologies. Even
though the coverage of a supply chain network is huge, it is possible to share the processing data and
status using the constructed cloud system in real time. The shared data are reasoned and the hidden
control knowledge can be extracted using several big data analytics.

While relevant research studies have suggested several cloud system frameworks and big data
analytics, this research applied simulation-based optimization method to the cloud-based data analytics.
When production knowledge is extracted using the embedded data analytics, most existing studies focus
on the control considering the real-time processing information. However, this research considers several
future scenarios as well as real-time situations. These considerations generate a stochastic optimization
model, which is driven from the big data analytics and contains several uncertainties. The real-time
information and the future scenarios are obtained and reasoned from the constructed cloud system.
Then, L-shaped-based Monte Carlo method is applied. The generated solution is considered the most
efficient control strategy considering several dynamic changes in manufacturing environments. To clarify
the proposed framework, a supply chain network with a key module supplier and several downstream
car manufacturers was considered. The processing data and related information were transmitted using
the developed IIoT device. The cloud system analyzed the collected data using the embedded big
data analytics (MLP-DL, SVR or PLS) method. These methods found the nonlinear mapping between
the processing data and the quality index. The reasoned model was used for predicting the quality of
in-processing module in real-time. Moreover, the gathered data and the reasoned uncertain scenarios
were integrated into a stochastic optimization model. Finally, the better dynamic control solution was
generated using the provided framework.

As further studies, expansions of the framework are considered. Many uncertainties might be
embedded in a large-scale network, which influence the solving complexities of the big data analytics.
This issue disturbs the fast reasoning of shared data in the cloud system and requires prolonged
solving time and more resources for a generated stochastic control model. Thus, several parallel
processing algorithms and effective optimization methods are expected. In addition, joint efforts and
cooperation between a key supplier and downstream producers are essential. The proposed framework
is limited by trust and systematic cooperation between suppliers and producers being prerequisite
conditions. Even though cloud system and the relevant analytics can enhance the production goals
jointly, the strategic alliance in system level is required for the successful implementation of the
provided framework.

The suggested framework is considered a new and efficient dynamic control framework of
a key supplier using the cloud systems and the simulation-based data analytics. The framework can
be applied to various applications such as supply chain management, manufacturing/productions,
procurement and logistics controls areas. As many applications are introducing cloud frameworks,
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the suggested framework contributes to the dynamic control considering future scenarios as well as
the real-time information.
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